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Abstract 
This paper concerns the local and global dynamical properties of the nonnegative and positive equilibria of a Lotka- 
Volterra predator-prey s stem with distributed elays. It is shown that, while the positive equilibrium does not exist, the 
nonnegative quilibrium is globally asymptotically stable or globally attractive as long as the delays are small enough. 
If the positive equilibrium exists, it is shown that it is locally asymptotically stable when the delays are suitably small. 
Furthermore, an explicit asymptotic stability region for the positive equilibrium is also obtained based on a Liapunov 
functional. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Let us consider the Lotka-Vol terra predator-prey system with distributed delays: 
( ; ;  ) 2( t )=x( t )  r -a  x ( t+O)d{(O) -b  y ( t+O)d#(O)  , 
V 17 
( ; ) f i ( t )= y(t)  -d  + c x(t + O)dq(O) , 
which includes the fol lowing wel l -known Lotka-Volterra predator-prey system: 
2(t) =x( t ) ( r  - ax(t) - by(t)), 
fi(t) = y ( t ) ( -d  + cx(t - z)), 
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as a special case. Here r, a, b, c and d are positive constants; v, o- and z are nonnegative constants; 
~(0), #(0) and q(0) are nondecreasing and have bounded variations uch that 
/0 l /0 d~(0) = d#(0) = dr/(0) = 1. 
6 q7 
The initial condition of (1) is 
X(to+O)=q91(O), y(to+O)=q92(O), -A<.O<~O, (3) 
where t0E~+, A=max{v,a,z},  ~o=(~Ol,q~2)EC=C([-A,0],~2+) such that q~l(0)>0 and 
~p2(0) > 0. 
It is easy to check that the solution (x(t), y(t)) T of (1) with the initial condition (3) exists, is 
unique and satisfies x( t )> 0 and y( t )> 0 for t>>,to (see, for example, [5, 7]). 
It is also easy to see that (1) always has a nonnegative quilibrium E0=(x0,0) for arbitrary 
positive parameters a, b, c, d and r, where x0 = r/a. I f  
ad < cr, 
then (1) also has a positive equilibrium E*= (x*, y*), where 
* d/c, y*=(rc  ad)/bc. X ~ 
For relevant background of this class of systems, we may refer to [7]. 
The effect of the delays on the local and global dynamical properties of (1) and (2) has received 
a lot of attention recently (see, for example [8-10, 12]). It is well-known that, if z = 0, then, E0 or 
E* (if it exists) of (2) is globally asymptotically stable (see, for example, [2, 11, 13]). If z > 0 and 
E* does not exist, it is also known that, E0 of (2) is still globally asymptotically stable. Furthermore, 
if E* exists, there is a z, > 0 such that E* is locally asymptotically stable for r < z., unstable for 
> z,, and there is a Hopf bifurcation at z = ~. (see, for example, [7, 14]). Recently, Beretta and 
Kuang [1] considered convergence of E* of (2) when r is suitably small, and presented an explicit 
attractive region for E* based on a Liapunov functional which consisted of three parts. It is also 
easy to see that (1) is permanent for sufficiently small delays v,o- and z (see Theorem 8.4.3 in [7] 
or [31). 
Our present paper is essentially motivated by the above works, and further considers the local and 
global dynamical properties of (1). In the following section, we give an explicit upper bound for the 
solutions of (1) based on some analysis techniques developed in [7, 14]. In Section 3, we consider 
the global dynamical properties of E0 while E* does not exist. In Section 4, the local dynamical 
properties of E* (when it exists) is considered and an explicit attractive region is also given. With 
an example, we show that the attractive region given in this paper is prior to the one in [1], and 
the bound on delay given in [1] can be further improved in considering local asymptotic stability. 
Some simple remarks are included in the last section. 
2. Boundedness of the solutions of (1) 
In this section, let us establish the boundedness of the solutions of (1). 
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l'heorem 1. Any solution (x(t), y(t)) z of (1) satisfies 
lim sup x( t ) <<. ( r/a )evr - M1, 
t~OO 
0 for e r~ < ad/(cr), 
l imsupy(t)~< 342 for e ~.ad/(cr), t - -~ oo  r v 
~vhere M2 =(r/b) exp((v + tr + z + c/(ad))(cre ~v - ad)/a). 
Proof. Let us first show that lim suPt~x(t)<<.Ml and lim y(t )= 0 for err< ad/(cr). 
By ( 1 ), we have that ~(t) ~< rx(t) for t >>- to, which implies that x(s) >~x(t)e -~(t-s) for t ~> s ~> to. Thus, 
for t ~ to + v, 
[ ;  ] 2(O<~x(t) r -a  vX(t+O)d~(O) 
<~x(t)[r-aS°vx(t)er°d~(O) 1 
<~ x(t)[r - ae-Vrx(t)]. 
The well-known comparison principle shows that l imsupt~x( t )~M1.  Therefore, for sufficiently 
small ~,0 < E < d -  (cr/a)e '~, and sufficiently large t (~>t0), 
f ? ( t )~y( t ) ( -dq - -c ( revrq -~) ) ,  
which, together with rv< ln(ad/cr), shows that l imt~o~y(t)= 0. Next, let us show that 
l imsup/~ y(t)<<.M2 for e~V>~ad/(cr). For any sufficiently small constant e, 0 < e <d, there is a 
T(e) > to such that x(t)<<.Ml(1 + e) for t>~T(e). Thus, for t>>.T(e) + z, 
p(t) <~ y( t ) ( -d  + cMl(1 + e) ) -  N(e)y(t), 
from which we have that for T (e )+ z<<.h < t2, 
1 y(t2) (4) 
t2 - t l )N - - -~ lny - -~ l  ). 
Note that N(e) > 0 because of M1 ~d/c. 
Let us show that there is no 7 ~ > to such that y(t )~r /b  for all t~T .  If it exists, for t~T  + o-, 
Jc(t)<~x(t) r -a  vx( t+O)d~(O) -b  
f_ = -ax(t)  x(t + O) d~(O) < O. v 
Thus, for t >~ 7 ~ + ~r + v, 
~c(t) <~ - ax(t) x(t + O) d~(0) ~< - ax2(t). 
v 
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Note that any solution of  equation ~(t) = - az2(t) tends to zero as t --* exp. By a simple computation 
and the comparison principle, we can have that for t >~ T + v + a + c/( a( d - e ) ), x( t ) ~ z( t ) <~ (d - e )/c. 
Thus, for t >~ "[" + v + a + : + c/(a(d - 5)), 
f?(t) <<. ( -d  q- c d -c e)y( t )= - ey(t), (5) 
which implies that lim/_.~ y( t )= 0. This is a contradiction to that y(t)>~r/b for all t~>/~. 
Now we can show that lim suPt__,o ~y(t)<<.M2 for erv >~ad/(cr). I f  not, we see that there are suffi- 
ciently large t2(e) > h(e)~> T(e) + -c such that 
y(t : (e))=r/b,  y(t2(8))  = l~f2(e), (6) 
r/b<~y(t)<<.~ff'lff~), h(e)<~t<<.t2(a), (7) 
and y(t2(~))~>O, where 
r ( (  c ) (c rerV-ad+cr~er~) )  
~r2(e) = ~ exp v + a + z + a(d-- e) a " 
Therefore, it follows from (4), (6) and (7) that 
1 y(t2(e)) C 
h(e) -- t~(e) ~> ~ In y(tl(e)~ -- v + a + r + a(d - e-----~)' 
i.e., 
tz(e)~h(e)  + v + a + • + - -  
a(d  - 
Thus, from (5) we have that )~(t2(e))<0, which contradicts to that 
Theorem 1. [] 
This proves 
3. Global dynamical properties of Eo 
Let us set u( t )=x( t ) -Xo .  Then (1) becomes 
fi(t)=(u(t) + xo) -a  u(t + O)d~(O) - b y(t + O)dp(O) , 
f i ( t )=y(t)  -d  + CXo + c u(t + O) dr/(0) . 
T 
The following Lemma 2 immediately follows from Theorem 3.7.1 in [7]. 
(8)  
Lemma 2. I f  ad > cr and rv < n/2, then Eo o f  ( 1 ) is locally asymptotically stable. 
In order to consider the global dynamical properties of  E0, let us further establish the following 
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Lemma 3. I f  rv <e -rv, then, for any solution (x(t),y(t)) x of (1), l imt~ y( t )=0 implies that 
l imt~ x( t ) = Xo. 
Proof. By (8), we see that for t>~to + v, 
0 /: ] 
it(t)=(u(t) + Xo) --au(t) + a /f~ ft+o (t(s)dsd¢(O) - b ~ y(t + O)dl.t(O) 
=(u(t)+xo) -au(t)+a f_° (u(s)+ r) (-a f_°u(s+O)d¢(O) 
o ) 
-b /_~ y(s + O) dp(O) ds de(O) - b ~ y(t + O) d#(O) (9) 
By Theorem 1, for sufficiently small 81, 0 < e 1 < (1-rver~)/(av), there is a sufficiently large T1 >~to+V 
such that for t ~> 7"1, 
0 <x(t)=u(t)  +Xo<.Ml + 81. (lo) 
Let p( t )= lu(t)[ for t>~to. It follows from (9) and (10) that for t>jTl, 
D+p(t) <~ (u(t) + Xo) -ap(t) + a v o (u(s) + Xo) a ~ lu(s + O)l d~(O) 
+b .Y(s+O)d/~(O) dsd~(O)+b _ y(t+O)d#(O) 
[ f / t>  ( <<.(u(t)+Xo) -ap( t )+a +el)  a sup p( t+w)  v --2v<~w<<.O 
+ b sup y(t + w)) ds d~(0)+ b sup y(t + w)] 
-(v+~r) <~ w<~ O -(v+~r) <~ w<~ O 
<. (u(t) + Xo) [-ap(t) + a2v(Mx + 81 ) -2v<~w<~oSUp p(t + w) 
+b(a(M1 + 81)v + 1) -(~+~)~w~<oSUp y( t+w) l  . (11) 
Set lim supt__,~ p(t)= l, then 0~< l<<.M~ + Xo. We show that if l > O, p(t) is strictly decreasing 
for t >~ T1. 
If not, for sufficiently small 82, 
{ a (1 -a (Ml  + 81)v)l } (12) 
0 < 82 < min l, 2(a + a2V(Ml + 81 ) + ab(Ml + 81)v + b) ' 
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there are sufficiently large T2 ~> T1 and sufficiently small 6 > 0 such that 
p(t)<~l+e2, y(t)-~< e2, t>~T2, (13) 
p(t)>~l-e2>O, Tz-b<~t<~T2, (14) 
and p(t) is not strictly decreasing for T2-  6<<.t<<.T2. Thus, it follows from (11)-(14) that for 
T2 - c~ <. t <. T2, 
D+p(t) <~ (u(t) + Xo)[-a(l - e2) -~- a2V(Ml + el)( /÷ e2) ÷ b(a(Ml + el)v + 1)e2] 
<~ (u(t)+xo) [ a (1 -a (Ml  + e,)v)l] 
2 <0 (15) 
which contradicts the fact that p(t) is not strictly decreasing for T2 -  6<<.t<<.T2. This shows that 
p(t) is strictly decreasing if 1 > 0. 
We further show that limt_,~ p(t)= l = O. 
If l>0 ,  for sufficiently small e2 satisfying (12), we see that (13)-(15) hold for all t)T2. It is 
also easy to see from l > 0 and monotonicity of p(t) that u(t) > 0 or u(t) < 0 for all t ~> T2. Thus, 
for all t ~>/2, we have that u(t)+ Xo >~(Xo - l)/2 > 0 for u(t)< 0, or u(t )÷ x0 ~>x0 > 0 for u(t)> O. 
Hence, from (15) we have that for t ~> T2, 
D+p(t) <. a(1 - a(M1 + el )Mlv)l 1 
- 2 ~(Xo - l )  < O, 
from which we have that l im,~ p(t) = 0. This is a contradiction to that l > 0. Thus, limt~o~ u(t) = O, 
i.e., l imt~x( t )=xo .  This proves Lemma 3. [] 
Now let us state and prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 4. (i) I f  ad > cr and rv < min{ln(ad/cr), e-r~}, then Eo is 9lobally asymptotically stable. 
(ii) I f  ad > cr, rv < e -rv and rMl(r + aM1 + bM2) < r/a, then Eo is also globally asymptotically 
stable. 
(iii) I f  ad = cr, rv < e -rv and rMl(r + aM1 + bM2) < r/a, then Eo is globally attractive. 
Proof. Clearly, case (i) is an immediate conclusion of Theorem 1 and Lemmas 2 and 3. 
Let us consider case (ii). Clearly, E0 is locally asymptotically stable by Lemma 2. Further- 
more, note that by Lemma 3, we only need to show that for any solution (x(t),y(t)) T of (1) 
limt_~o~ y(t) = 0. Set 
~l( t )= lnx( t ) - -a f °_  f~  
v 0 
~2(t )= lny( t )+c ; f t+ 
0 
By (1) we have that for t ~> to, 
~(t) = - l  (ad - rc)x(t) - bdy(t) < O. 
r r 
~-f~o y (u)  
x(u) du d~(0) - b du dp(0), 
x(u)dudq(O), ~(t )= dq~,(t) + ~2(t). 
r 
(16) 
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If lim,__,+~ y(t)= 0 is not true, then, by the uniform continuity of y(t) (s ince))(t)  is bounded), 
there are positive constants fl and 6 = 6(fl), and an interval sequence {In = [tn, in]} such that 
t, < ?n < t,+l < [,+1, [, - tn~>~, 
lim sup y(t) = fi, y(t) >i fl/2, 
t---~+~ 
for tCIn and n= 1 ,2 , . . . ,+~.  Thus, for any t, t,~<t~<[n+l, from (16) we have that 
~b(t) ~< ~b( [n)<~(t , ) - f t  ~' Y(s)ds<q°({n- ' ) -  kZr ] 
(bd  5 
<~b(L -2) -2× \2r  ] 
< qo(t'l ) - (n - 1 ) × \ 2r ] 
<~(t l ) - (n -1 )× \2r  ] '  
from which we have that 
lim ~b(t) = -~.  (17) 
t---~+o~ 
We also easily see that y(t) is oscillatory ultimately. Otherwise, note that by boundedness of x(t) 
and y(t) and limsupt~+ ~ y( t )= limt__.+~ y(t)=f l>O, from (17) we see that l imt~+o~x(t)=0. 
Hence, l imt~+~ y(t )=0 by (1), which is a contradiction. Therefore, there is a time sequence {[,} 
such that t'n --~ +oo as n ~ +~,  and 
)~(/n) = O, lim Y([n)=fl. 
n- -++~ 
It follows from (1) and (17) that 
lim x([n)=O, x([n + O)dtl(O)=xo =d/c. 
rhus, there is a On E [-z,O] such that x(t'. + On)=x0. For sufficiently small positive constant e and 
sufficiently large n, we have that 
x0 - e < x(t'n + 0n) - x ( tn)~ < Ik(t', + On)liOn] <.Ml(r + aM1 + bM2)z, 
where 0n ~< 0n ~< 0. Let e ~ 0, we have that Xo ~M~ (r+aM1 +bM2)z, a contradiction to Assumption (ii). 
this shows that limt__.+~ y(t)= 0. This proves (ii). 
The proof of (iii) is the same as that of  (ii). This completes the proof of Theorem 4. [] 
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4. Local dynamical properties of E* 
In this section, we shall consider local dynamical properties of E* when it exists. For any q9 = 
(~Ol,q~2) T ~ C([-A,0],~2), let ][q~l] denote the norm of q~: ]]~ol[=max_~o~o ]1~0(0)]]2, here ]ko(0)Jl2 
denotes the Euclidean norm of q~(0), i.e., ]1~0(0)[i2----(q~(0) + q~(0)) m. 
Define 
y(t) - y* 
u2(t) = y,  
x(t) -- x* 
u,( t )  = x* ' 
Then (1) becomes 
u,(t)=-A f_°,, f ul(t + O)d~(0) - B u2(t + O)d#(0) 
(.i; i: ) -u l ( t )  v ui(t+O)d~(O)+B u2(t+O)dl~(O) , G 
S_" I; fi2(t) = C ul(t + O)dq(0) + Cuz(t) ul(t + O)dr/(0) T 
where A = ax* > 0, B = by* > 0 and C = cx* > O. 
Let 
\u . ( t ) ) '  
I (Af°-vftt+°ul(S)dsd~(O) "~- BfO--a ftt+oU2(s)dsd]J(O)) 
g(u,) = k -C  f°¢ f/+o u'(s)dsdq(O) 
(18) 
f (u t )=(  -(Af°vul(t+O)d~(O)+Bf°~u2(t+O)dp(O))O C f°, ul(t 0+ 0) dr/(0) )" 
From (18) we have the following neutral functional differential equation: 
d (u(t) - g(ut)) = Hu(t) + f(ut)u(t). (19) 
Throughout his section, we consider p as a suitably chosen positive parameter. By stability of 
matrix H, we can find a positive definite symmetric matrix W = W(p): 
(Bp + C)/(AB) 
W= lIB 
such that 
HTw + WH =-2  ( p 
(A 2 ~- B2p ~- BC)/(ABC) ) 
7) 
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Let 
o) 
The main result of this section can be stated as follows. 
Theorem 5. For sufficiently small positive constant 6 and delays v, ~ and z satisfyin 9 Av+BCz~r < 1 
and 
2p > ~1 + hl V q- h3"c q- ( FM -+- fll + ll v + 13Z)6, 
2 > ~2 + h2a + (I'M + f12 + 12a)6, (20) 
0 = 0(6)C C is an asymptotic stability region (which is given explicitly by the parameter values) 
for (18), that is, the trivial solution of (18) is locally asymptotically stable, and for any pEO, 
solution u(t)=(ul(t),u2(t)) T of (18) with the initial function ~o satisfies limt~+~Ul(t)= 
limt~+~u2(t) = O. Here FM is the larger eigenvalue of matrix pTw + WP, and 
1 
~1 = ~[PA 2v + pABa + C(Bp + C)v], 
1 
~2 = ~[A(Bp + C)v + B(Bp + C)a + ACz], 
h ,=p(A+B)+C,  h2=B(pA+Bp+C) ,  h3=C(Bp+C+A) ,  
(A+B) 
~1 -- - - [A (Bp  + C)v + B(Bp + C)a + ACz], 
AB 
C 2 
f12 = -A-~[A v + ABa + (B2p + A 2 + BC)z], 
ll = I [ (A + B)(Bp + C) + AC], 12 = I [ (A  + B)(Bp + C) + AC], 
1.9 1"1 
13 =-~[B2p + 2A 2 + B(A + C)]. 
Proof. For convenience, let 
ki=hi+6li,  i=  1,2,3. 
Define the Liapunov functional: 
I;L I' V(ut)  = (u(t )  - O(Ut))TW(u(t)  -- g(ut))  + kl u~(s) ds dr  de(0)  v o 
+ k2 u2(s) ds dr d#(O) + k3 u2(s) ds dr dr/(O). 
o" 0 z 0 
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Then, we have that for t ~> to, 
l?(ut)[(,9) = -2(pu~(t) + u2(t)) - 2u'r(t)H v Wy(ut) + 2uT(t)fT(ut)Wu(t) 
( / : )  ;£ + kz o IOI du(O) u~(t)-  k, ~ o u21(s)dsd~(O) 
2£ /;£ -k2 u~(s ) ds clu( O) - Ic3 u2(s ) cls d~( O). 0 z 0 
Now let us first estimate the term --2uT(t)HTWg(ut). It is easy to see that 
-2uV ( t )Hx Wg(ut )
( = 2ul(t) pA 
v 0 
A ~ o 
BB o t 
+ -j( p + c) f_o f+o 
Using the estimation of the form 
Ul(S) ds d~(O) ÷ pB u2(s) ds d#(O) 
cr 0 
) ( u1(s)dsdq(O) ÷2u2(t) (Bp÷C)  ~ o 
/o£ ) 
u2(s) ds d#(O) - C Ul(S ) ds dr/(O) . 
0 
Ul (s) ds d{(O) 
;£  ;/,~ 2Ul(t) v 0 u,(s) ds d~(0) ~< v o(U~(t) + u~(s)) ds d~(0) 
/0ft 
<<. vu~(t) ÷ u~(s) ds d~(O) 
v t+O 
to (22), we can have that 
0 t 
--2uX(t)HTWg(ut) <<" °qu~(t) + ~2u2(t) + hI f-v ~+o u~(s)dsd{(O) 
For the term 2u'r(t)f'r(ut)Wu(t), we see that for maxt0_A.<,.<t ]ui(s)[ <. 6 (t >~ to, i= 1,2), 
2uV(t)fV(ut)Wu(t) = uV(t)(fT(ut)W + Wf(ut))u(t) 
([ui(t) l )W(p*w + wP) ([u'(t) '~ 
~< a \ [u2(t)[ lu2(t)l J
<~ 6FM(u2(t) + u~(t)). 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
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As for the term --2uT(t)fT(u,)Wg(u,), we can also have that for maxto-A~s<~t lui(s)] ~ 6 (t >~ to, 
i=  1,2), 
--2uT(t)fT(ut) Wg(ut) 
lu2(t)l C fo e f,' t+o [ui(s)[ ds dt/(O) 
lul(s)l dsd~(O) + (pB + C) o , 
v 0 A ~ 0 
+~ ~ olu,(s)ldsdr#(O) +Clu~(t)l ~ olUl(s)ldsd~(O) 
+ lu~(~)l d~ d~(O) + lu,(s)l ds d,7(0) . 
o AB ~ t+o 
Using the same estimation as in (23), we have that for maXto-~s~t lui(s)l ~< (5 (t ~> to, i = 1,2), 
--2uT(t)fT(ut)Wg(ut) <~ 6[fllU~(t) + fl2u~(t) + II f u~(s)dsd~(O) 
v J t+O 
q- 12 U~(S) ds d/~(O) + 13 U21(S) ds dr/(O)]. (25) 
~r 0 z 0 
therefore, it follows from (21), (23) - (25)  that for max,0_A~s ~, lu,(s)l <. 6 (t >>. to, i= 1,2), 
~r(Ut)l(19 ) ~ [ -2p  + ctl + 6(FM + ill) + klV q- k3z]u~(t) 
+ [ -2  + c~2 + 6(FM + f12) -~- k2o ' ]u~( t )  
= -(? lug(t )  + 72u2(t)), (26) 
where 71 and 72 are positive by (20). 
Now let us further show that there is a subset f2 = 0(6)  of C such that for any q)= (q)~, (p2) x ¢~2, 
solution u(t)=(ul(t),u2(t)) T of (18) through (t0, q)) must satisfy maxto-A<.s<.t ]ui(s)t ~ 6 for t~> to 
and i = 1,2. 
In fact, we can choose ~2 as follows: 
= {q)cc  I IIq)(o) - g(q))ll2 < 60, v(q)) <L ,  IIq)ll ~< 6o}, (27) 
where 
1 - (Av + BCva) 
60 = 6, L = inf V(q)) > 0. 
1 + max{Bo-, C'c - Av} II,p(o)-g(,p)ll2 =60 
Let us first show that q)=(q)~,q)2)TEf2 implies that for t ~> to, 
Ilu(t) - g(u,)N2 < 60. (28) 
lu2(s)l ds d#(0) 
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If not, there is some ?>to such that (28) holds for to ~<t<i ,  and Ilu(Z)- o(ur)ll2=6o. Then, 
V(u~) >i L. 
On the other hand, it follows from (28) that for to ~< t < i, 
lu,(t)l - AVml(t) - Bam2(t) 
u /of  
~< (t) - A U 1 (s) ds d~(0) - B uz(s) ds d#(0) 
v 0 tr 0 
~< [In(t) - g(u,)ll2 ~ 6o 
and 
u2(t) f]f,~ luz(t)l - Czml(t)  <~ + C u l (s )ds  drl(O) z 0 
~< Ilu(t) - o(u,)l[2 ~< ao, 
where 
mi(t) = max lui(s)l, to ~< t ~< ?, i=  1,2. 
to- A <~ s <~ t
Note that mi(t) is nondecreasing, we have that for to ~< t ~< ?, 
m~(t) <~ Avml(t)  + B~rm2(t) + 60, 
m2(t) ~ Czml(t)  + 60, 
which is equivalent to 
-Cz  1 m2(t) J  <~ 6o 1 " 
l'hus, we have that 
(1 Av 
m2(t) ~ 6o -Cz  1 1 
1 -  (Av + BCza)  l + Cz - Av 
l+max{Ba,  Cz -Av}  (1 )  
1 - (Av + b - - (~ ao 1 
(1) 
=6 1 ' 
which, together with (26), shows that 
V(ut ) l (19  ) ~ - (?lug(t) + ?2u22(t)) < O, to <<. t <<. ?. 
(29) 
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Hence, 
V(uT) < V(uto) = V(qg) <L, 
which is a contradiction to V(u~) ~ L. This shows that (28) holds for all t ~> to. 
The above argument as used in (28) also shows that mi(t) <~ & for t i> to and i= 1,2. Hence, (26) 
is true for t/> to. Integrating both sides of (26) yields 
L V(ut) -~- (~)lU~(S) -[- ~)2u~(s))ds < V(~o) < -~-oo (30) 
+oo 2 for t/> to. Clearly, (30) implies that f£ (?lul(s) + 72u~(s))ds < +oo. 
Let us show that (30) also implies that 7lug(t) + 72u~(t) is bounded for t >~ to. In fact, observe 
that matrix W is positive definite, there must be two positive constants M~and M2 (Ml ~< M2) such 
that 
M?llu(t) - g(u,)ll  V(u,) < V(q ) M ll ol[  
for t >~ to (in fact, M12 may be chosen as the smaller eigenvalue of W). Then, 
]]u(t)- g(u,)lh - 11 o112, (31) 
for t >/to. Again using a similar argument as used in (29), we can show that from (31) 
(, 
mz(t))<~(-~ Ilq)[12) \ -Cz ( : )  
~< (1 + max{Ba, Cz-Av}  ( i )  
1-  (Av + B- -C~-a)) (M~ -Ilq)ll2 ) (32) 
for t >/to. Obviously, (32) implies that 7lug(t)+ y2u~(t) is bounded for t/> to. In view of (18), 
we see that d/dt(71u~(t) + 72u~(t)) is also bounded for t >~ to. Thus, y,u~(t) + 72u2(t) is uniformly 
continuous for t >~ to. It follows from the well-known Barbglat's lemma (see, for example [4, 6]) that 
limt__.+~(71u~(t) + 72u~(t))=0. This proves that the region f2(6) is attractive for (18). The stability 
of (18) immediately follows from (32). This proves Theorem 5. [] 
Remark 6. It seems that it is not easy to check whether condition (20) can be satisfied for some 
p > 0. In fact, Corollary 8 and the example below show that, in some applications, we can obtain 
larger attractive region and prior bound for delays by choosing p suitably. 
Remark 7. Let Am and AM (0 < Am ~< AM) be the smaller and the larger eigenvalues of W, respec- 
tively. Then, 
L = inf V(q~) 
Iko(o)-og~o)lh = 60 
>~ inf ao{ZmllCP(O) - g( P)ll } -- Am&~ > O, 
II~(O)-g(~o)ll= = 
92 
and 
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(o A f-~v ft+0q~l(s) ds d~(0) + B fo f ,  ~< I1~oll + J-~ Jt+o q)2(s)dsd#(O) 
t -C  fo_~ f,+o qh(s) ds dr/(0) 2 
~< (1 -F v/(Av + Ba) 2 + (c~)2)11~oll 
fL/ ' V(qo) = (p(O) - g(q)))TW(q)(O) -- g(q~)) + k, u](s) dsdrd¢(O) v 0 
+ k2 u~(s) ds dr d/~(0) + k3 u~(s) ds dr dr/(0) 
a 0 • 0 
1 2 
~</MI l~o(0)  - g(~o)ll~ + -~(klV ~- k2 IT2 -~- k3~=)ll~oll = 
1 2 ~< AM(1 + ~(Av+BG)  2 + (c-0=)=ll~l[ =+ ~(k,v +k=~  + k3r=)ll~oll ~ 
where 
1 2 N---- AM(1 + v/(Av + Ba) 2 + (Cz)2) 2 + ~(klv + k2a 2 + k3~2). 
Now let 
V(~p) ~< NII~II 2 < 1,,62 
and 
[Igo(o) - g(~o)ll~ < (1 + x/(Av ÷B~)~ + (C~)Z)ll~oll < 6o, 
then 
' 1 -t- x/(Av +~Ba) 2 + (C~) 2 = V ~-  o = Z(6). 
thus, we can obtain a more practical attractive region ~ (C_ f2): 
~= ~(6) = {~oe c I I1~oll < z(6)} 
for (18). 
For system (2), it is easy to see that (20) is reduced to 
2p>~[2(Bp+C)+A] ' r+ FM+ (B2p+3A2+B(2A+C))~ 6, 
2 > Cz + [FM + ~(BZp + Az + BC)z] 6. 
(33) 
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If 6=0,  and let p ~ +~,  we see that (33) is reduced to 
z < min{2/C,A/BC}. 
Thus, from Theorem 5 we have the following: 
93 
(34) 
Corollary 8. I f  (34) is satisfied, then the trivial solution of (2) is locally asymptotically stable; if 
(33) is satisfied, we can find an explicit asymptotic stability region f2(6) C C. 
As an example, let us consider the system: 
=x(t ) (2  - x( t )  - y(t)), 
3)(t) : y ( t ) ( -  1 +x(t  - "c)), (35) 
which was considered in [1] and is a special case of (1) with a =b=c=x*= y* :A  =B= C= 1, 
v = tr  --- O and 
=~ 0, -~<0~<0,  
r/(0) 
-1,  0 :  - z .  
By Corollary 8, we easily see that equilibrium (x*, y*) is locally asymptotically stable if z < l, 
which clearly improves the bound of z: z < z* -- (x/6 - 2)/2 - 0.22474 given in [1]. 
Furthermore, we see that F~ = 3p + 4 + v/p 2 + 9, Am = (3 + 2p - x/5)/2, A~ : (3 + 2p + v/5)/2, 
l 2 k3 =2 + p + 6(p + 4), N =AM(1 + z) 2 + ~k3z and 60:6/ (1  + z). Hence, (33) is reduced to 
2p > (2p + 3)z + (3p + 4 + V/p 2 + 9 + (p + 6)z)6, 
(36) / 
2 > z + (3p + 4 + ~/p2 + 9 + (p + 2)z)6. 
For z = z*/2 ---- (v/-6-2)/4, we see that (36) can be satisfied with p : 1.295 and 6 < 0.16382. Thus, 
it follows from Remark 7 that the circular region 
~={qoEC qo- (~)< Z(0.16382) -- 0.08643} 
is attractive for (x*, y*), which gives a larger attractive region than the rectangular region: 
G*={q)¢Cl_~<0<omaX I~oi(0)-11 <0.039 , i=1 ,2}  
given in [ 1 ]. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we considered the effect of the delays to the local and global dynamical properties of 
E0 and E* of (1). We showed that, while the positive equilibrium E* does not exist, the nonnegative 
equilibrium E0 is still globally asymptotically stable or globally attractive as long as the delays are 
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small enough. The local dynamical properties of E* (if it exists) is also considered by using a 
different Liapunov functional from one in [1]. It is shown that, E* is locally asymptotically stable if 
the delays are suitably small. Furthermore, an explicit asymptotic stability region for E* is presented. 
With an example, we showed that the attractive region given in this paper is prior to the one in [1], 
and the bound on delay given in [1] can be improved further in considering local asymptotic stability. 
It should be stressed here that, in comparing with the construction of the Liapunov functional in [1], 
since we rewrite system (1) into an equivalent neutral functional differential equation, the construction 
of our Liapunov functional becomes very simple. 
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